Radio Script for Carbon Monoxide Poisoning

Sapan Kapadia

Person 1: Hey, did you hear about those 15 people that got hurt on that farm last week?

Person 2: What you talking about?

Person 1: I hear it was cause of this gas they call the “silent killer,” something called CARBON MONOXIDE or CO.

Person 1: They say it a poisonous gas that you can’t see, smell or taste.

Person 2: that’s crazy! How am I supposed to know if this CO gas is on my farm?

Person 1: it’s from fuels with carbon in them. Like propane and gasoline. They’re in our gas powered equipment.

Person 1: Make sure there’s a fan in the packing areas of the farm, get battery-powered CO detectors and make sure to check’em every 6 months.

Person 2: I’ll go check my equipment.

Person 1: Stay safe!
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